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VR Vue adds a new dimension to virtual reality. Now you can see, touch
and feel the virtual world. VR Vue syncs real-world objects with their digital
counterparts to create a truly immersive environment perfect for demonstrating
products, explaining concepts and educating customers.
Simple physical objects, referred to as VR Vue Sculptures, come to life
with activity highlighting features and benefits. Products, equipment and
environments become interactive at the wave of a hand or the touch a finger.
Customers can examine, explore and even operate products and machinery in
the VR Vue augmented virtual world.
VR Vue is an end-to-end solution that features a customized virtual reality
experience, VR Vue Sculptures and our line of real-world virtual reality systems.
Learn more at:

exhibitry.com/VRVue
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A customer stands before a VR Vue
Sculpture – a simple tube on a stand. In
VR Vue however she sees a complex animated product. (above) She can inspect
details, examine an x-ray view and even
interactively operate the product.

Experience VR Vue
Need to demonstrate your product? Create a
hands-on experience for customers? Explore a
virtual world? Exhibitry.com creates compelling
VR Vue Experiences (left) customized to
your presentation needs.
VR Vue Station (far right) is a self-contained
interactive system that includes the unique VR
Vue Headset, wireless controllers, CPU and an
interactive instructional screen. The station is
perfect for use at trade shows, for conference
rooms and in corporate presentation theaters.
True road warriors should consider VR Vue
Portable (back page.)
For an inclusive collaborative experience, the
VR Vue-r (right) creates an interactive window
to your virtual world. Users can tilt, pan, interact
and even move the screen anywhere in the room
to participate in the virtual experience without
the need for a headset.
Our custom headsets leverage real-world objects
and concepts to make virtual reality simple and
comfortable for evey user. VR Vue Hardhat slips
on and off with ease and is far less intimidating
than traditional VR headgear.

Use VR Vue Experiences for
• corporate theater
• product demonstration
• product simulations
• interactive presentation
• live presentations

Your product has a story to tell.
We make multimedia experiences that tell those stories.
From concept to completion, the artists, directors,
animators and trade show technologists of exhibitry.com
create communicative media that informs and motivates
customers. We specialize in:

• Interactive kiosks and models
• Virtual reality
• Projection mapping
• Trade show apps
• Animation
Our products and services have proven effective for
marketing and communication at trade shows, client
events and marketing venues around the world. For more
information, visit our website, or give us a call:

281-240-2212
info@exhibitry.com
Follow us on Twitter: @exhibitry

Road warriors will enjoy using VR
Vue Portable, the self-contained
kit that lets you take your VR
experience right to the customer.

